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Marposs S.p.A. joins forces
with Dittel Messtechnik GmbH
2012-08-27

Marposs S.p.A., located in Bentivoglio (Bologna/Italy), has acquired the full ownership of Dittel Messtechnik GmbH.
Marposs, established in Bologna in 1952 by Mr. Mario Possati, has a long tradition
and desire to expand their market and to provide a broader level of products and
services to their valued customers. Dittel products and market segments complement those of Marposs and create excellent synergies for the future.
The products range of Marposs includes: Measurement and process control solutions, gauges and compensation systems for grinders and other machine tools;
manual gauges, sensors, probes and other gauge components; automatic measurement and inspection systems; hardware and software for data collection and
process analysis; equipment for non-destructive testing.
Both Marposs and Dittel are leaders in the supply of innovative products for machine tools and machining process control that provide substantial improvements in
part quality, productivity, and cost savings to our customers. Marposs and Dittel
have unique products, solutions and business methods that are appreciated by their
customers. The joining with Marposs represents a perfect opportunity to rolling out
Dittel products on a broader geographic scale via Marposs’global distribution and
Customer service network.
Marposs’
s President, Stefano Possati, commented: “Dittel offers cutting-edge solutions with large potential to be used in additional applications and by current and
future Marposs customers on a global basis.”Mr. Possati added: “Our goal is growing in a solid and continued way both in our traditional and new markets. After the
acquisition of ARTIS in 2008, SANTec in 2011 and BRANKAMP last February, all of
them leading German Companies operating in the same application sector, this new
cooperation will create a powerful
group of quality companies with
products that are complementary
to those of Marposs. This is a
strategy that we will continue using
in addition to our strong activity in
research and development inside
the Company.”

Marposs S.p.A. – Headquarter in Bentivoglio (Bologna) – Italy
www.marposs.com
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